Students may use only calculators from the approved list below in examinations where the
assessment specifications permit.
Prior to the entering the examination room, the candidate must clear any data by resetting the
calculator to its default settings. This will be checked by staff. This process will take extra time and
students need to be early. They must also allow an Examination Supervisor or teacher to check that
the memory of any calculator in their possession is set to default settings prior to the start of any
examination.
Failure to clear any data or to allow a check of the calculator will be treated as a breach of the Rules.
Any other electronic device, (a device with the capacity to store, communicate, or retrieve
information) WATCHES now come in this category must be switched off and sealed in their
emergency evacuation pack. Failure to do so will be treated as a breach of the Rules.

Approved Calculators List for 2015
The following scientific and graphing calculators are approved for ALL subjects:

Manufacturer

Model

Type

Canon

F-717SGA

Scient

Casio

FX-82 (all variants)

Scient

FX-83 (all variants)

Scient

FX-100 (all variants)

Scient

FX-115 ES, 115ES plus

Scient

FX-570 ES, 570ES plus

Scient

FX-991ES, 991ES plus

Scient

FX-9750 (all variants)

Graph

FX-9860 (all variants)

Graph

FX-CG20

Graph

Del

DL-1705

Scient

Desk Master

Scientific

Scient

Dick Smith

Scientific

Scient

Home & Office

E6610

Scient

Jastek

JasCS1

Scient

Mahobe

Mahobe Scientific, DS-742CQ, DS-742ET, DS-950ET, DS-950ES

Scient

DS-742DQ

Graph

Sharp

EL531 (all variants)

Scient

Texas Instruments

TI-30XB

Scient

TI-Nspire (all non-CAS variants)

Graph

TI-84+ (all variants)

In addition to calculators from the above list, for 2015 candidates entering Level 3
Statistics, New Zealand Scholarship Statistics, and New Zealand Scholarship Calculus

examinations may use approved CAS-capable calculators. CAS calculators that are
approved for these subjects are: Only for these subject and exams

Manufacturer

Model

Casio

ClassPad (all variants)
FX-Algebra 2.0, 2.0plus

Hewlett Packard

HP40g, HP40gs

Texas Instruments

TI-Nspire CAS (all variants)
Voyage 200
TI89 Titanium

